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INTRODUCTION 

Luminescence decay data are used to study several 

material properties. The data are commonly represented by 

multiexponential fitting functions. Obtaining the fitting 

parameters is found to be a difficult process [1,2], because 

different multiexponential expressions can represent the same 

data well within experimental uncertainties. Various 

techniques have been proposed [2,3,4] for determining accurate 

and reliable information about fitting parameters. The 

iterative reconvolution technique [2] was found to be the best 

technique [5] in the cases where multiexponential decays and 

the associated uncertainties in the data were obtained with 

the common single photon counting technique [6] or the multi-

photon fast analog technique developed by Borst et al. [7]. 

The iterative reconvolution technique has been used by various 

research groups [8,9]. In our group, the software was 

developed by Sullivan [11] and Pleil [12] and was used [12,13] 

for the analysis of geological, biological, and solid state 

samples. This data fitting technique mainly includes the 

algorithm for least square estimation of non-linear parameters 

developed by Marquardt [14] with proper statistical weighting 

[2] and use of a standard algorithm [15] for the first order 

numerical evaluation of convolution integrals. 

All of the above mentioned work has used linear time 

scales for the analysis. This linearity, however, puts a 

major limitation on the range of lifetimes that could be 



covered simultaneously. If the linear scale covers a wide 

lifetime range, the longer lifetimes are over-weighted 

compared to the shorter lifetimes. Thus an error in fitting 

shorter lifetimes would be compensated by a good fitting of 

large number of channels at the longer lifetimes. On the 

other hand, if the linear scale covers a small time range, 

then the estimation of longer lifetimes would be subject to 

large uncertainties. Hence a non-linear time scale assigning 

sufficient channels to the shorter time region and 

simultaneously covering a long time range with a suitable but 

not excessive number of time channels is desirable. 

Software was developed in this thesis for the 

implementation of the iterative reconvolution technique on 

nonlinear time axes. The data are still obtained on a linear 

time scale. (In the future, a technique for the data 

acquisition on a non-linear scale may be developed in our 

laboratory.) With the program developed here, the user can 

construct a non-linear time scale using a few input 

parameters. The data are then binned into this non-linear 

scale and the fitting is performed. This provides the user a 

flexibility to use the appropriate number of channels for a 

reliable fit. A redundant large number of linearly spaced 

channels is replaced by fewer nonlinearly spaced channels, 

thus gaining a major advantage in computational speed. 

Although most of the basic concepts used in this program were 

the same as before, the implementation algorithms are markedly 



different and complicated. Hence, although software already 

existed in our research group, the present author had to write 

his program from the beginning. 

In the following. Chapter I describes the iterative 

reconvolution technique and its application using a linear 

time axis. Chapter II discusses modifications for a non

linear time axis. This represents the major new contribution. 

Verification of the software as well as the comparison of 

actual results are conducted in Chapter III, followed by a 

conclusion for this work. Appendix A serves mainly as a 

documentation and user's manual for this program. Some more 

complicated mathematical expressions pertaining to the use of 

a non-linear axis are discussed in Appendix B. 



CHAPTER I 

ITERATIVE RECONVOLUTION TECHNIQUE 

The output of a linear, shift invariant system for an 

input F(t) and an instrument response I(t) is given [6] by the 

convolution integral 

t 

G(t) = r F(T)I(t-T)dT. (I.l) 
T=0 

"Instrument response" or "instrument function" I(t) is the 

instrument output for a delta function input at t=0. In our 

luminescence data analysis the output data G(t) and instrument 

response I(t) are known. Our aim is to determine the decay 

function F(t) by deconvolution. In the following section we 

shall discuss the physical meaning of the convolution 

integral. Section 1.2 describes the iterative reconvolution 

technique to obtain F(t). Sections 1.3 through 1.5 discuss 

various strategies used for a fast and accurate implementation 

of the technique for linear time scales. Section 1.6 

introduces the concept of distributed multiexponential 

fitting. 

1.1 Physical Understanding of Convolution 

In our luminescence decay experiment the sample under 

investigation is exited by short (10 ps to 500 ps) laser 

pulses. The sample starts luminescing and the luminescence 

intensity decays with time. Our aim is to model this decay 

function. Figure 1.1.a shows a typical luminescence decay 
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Figure 1.1 Physical Understanding of Convolution 



function F(t) for a delta function laser pulse at t=0. The 

output of the luminscence decay system (G(t) in Figure 1.1.b) 

does not resemble F(t) because of the following reasons: 

a. The laser pulse has a finite width and hence it is not a 

true delta function. 

b. The luminscence detection system has a response function 

with a finite temporal width. 

The experimental setup is represented by an equivalent 

picture as follows: A delta function laser pulse exits the 

sample. The luminescence decay function F(t) is then measured 

with an instrument with a characteristic response function 

I(t) as shown in Figure l.l.c. I(t) takes care of both the 

effects mentioned above. It is obtained by measuring the 

output when the sample is replaced by a mirror without 

changing the rest of the experimental setup. Reflection being 

an instantaneous process, represents a true delta function. 

Let us determine the output of the detection system G(t) 

for a luminescence decay function F(t). The output at time t 

for a delta function input at time T is given by I(t-T) . Thus 

for a linear system the output at time t for an input F(T) at 

time T is given by F(T) I (t-T)dT. G(t) is the aggregate of all 

such contributions for T from 0 to t. Thus we get 

G(t) = r F(T)I(t-T)dT 
T=0 



which is the convolution integral. Figure 1.1.d shows the 

process of convolution. 

In the time-correlated single photon counting technique 

and the fast analog technique (wave form digitization) the 

output is obtained as counts in an array of channels on the 

time axis. The count in a channel is a measure of the 

aggregate photon number received within the channel width. 

Thus for an array of channels of equal time widths the counts 

represent the output intensity with time. 

1.2 Iterative Reconvolution Technique 

This first order discrete representation of the 

convolution integral 1.1, on a linear time axis, can be 

written [15] as 

k 

G(k) = Y F(j)I(k-j+l), (1.2) 

where k = The channel at which the convolution is 
evaluated. 

j = A running index representing a channel from 1 to 
k for the convolution purpose. 

The decay function F(t) often is a multiexponential decay 

given by 

Nexp 

F(t) = Y, A,- exp(-t/T,), (1.3) 
1=1 

where the pre-exponential constants A,, and the lifetimes T. 

represent the fitting parameters. Nexp gives the total number 

of exponential components. In the iterative reconvolution 



technique a starting guess is made for these parameters. The 

fitting function F(t) obtained this way is then convoluted 

with the instrument response I(t) to get a calculated output 

G°(t) . This G°(t) is then compared with the actual data G(t) . 

The fitting parameters then are modified such that G°(t) 

approaches G(t). A parameter called reduced chi-square y} 

serves as a ^goodness of fit' parameter and is defined as 

follows 

n 2 
Y2 = 1 V (G(j)-G°(j)) n 4) 

n-2Nexp ^̂  2̂(jj 

where n = Total number of channels. 

n-2Nexp = Number of degrees of freedom. 

a(j) = Uncertainty in the value of G(j). 

For the single photon counting technique the counting error 

obeys a Poisson-distribution, and approaches a Gausian 

distribution for a large number of counts. The uncertainty 

a(j) for the count G(j) is then given [2] as follows 

^(j) = , ̂  ' (1.5) 
VG(J) 

The fitting parameters are incremented such that y} approaches 

its ideal value close to 1.0. Marquardt's algorithm [14,16] 

is used for determining the increments in the fitting 

parameters. The increment (Sâ  in a parameter â  (Â. or T.) is 

given by the set of equations 

where 
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Nterm 

j=1 

a, j = a,-j(l+A.) f o r i = j 

= a^j f o r i ^ j 

'̂ iS a2(k) ~^: ^ ^ 

B,. = 5 : _^[G(k)-GO(k)]^£i^ . 
k=i a2(k) ^a,-

Matrix inversion routine MATINV [16] is used to invert the 

matrix "a". The parameter X serves as an interpolation 

parameter for the proper combination of the gradient search 

method and the method of linearizing the fitting function 

[16]. The recipe given by Marquardt [14,16] is as follows. 

i. Compute x^(^)• 

ii. Start initially with A=0.001. 

iii. Compute <Sa and x^(a+5a) . 

iv. If x̂ (̂ +<̂ )̂ > X̂ (̂ ) increase X by a factor of 10 and 

repeat (iii). 

v. If x^ (a+<Sa) < x̂ (a) decrease A by a factor of 10, 

consider â  = a + 5a to be the new starting point and 

return to step (iii) substituting â  for a. 

The process is terminated when the fractional decrement of x^ 

is less than a predetermined limit, typically 0.001. Two 

quantities, namely the weighted residuals R(j) and the auto-
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quantities, namely the weighted residuals R(j) and the auto

correlation function C(j) are evaluated at the end of the 

fitting to determine the quality of the fit. These quantities 

are defined as follows 

R(j) = (̂:))~G°(J) (1.7) 
ĉ (l) 

and 

m 

ly R(k)R(k+j) 
TTI ^ - ^ mf . 

C(j) = -J^ (1.8) 

^ I R̂ (k) 
^k=1 

The integer m is usually set to be equal to the nearest 

integer less than or equal to n/2. High frequency and low 

amplitude oscillations of R(j) and C(j) around the zero 

baseline indicate a good fitting. The use of proper 

uncertainties C7(j) in the fitting program leads to a 

uniformity in the amplitude of the R(j) fluctuations along the 

baseline. C(j) is more sensitive [2] to a bad fit than R(j). 

A low frequency trend in C(j) is usually more conspicuous than 

the one obtained in R(j). 

1.3 Fast Function Implementation on 
Linear Time Scale 

The value of an exponential decay function with lifetime 

T. at the channel k+1 can be expressed by its value at channel 

k as follows 

10 



exp(-t(k+l)/Tj = [exp(-t(k)/T^)]exp(-tp/r,), (1.9) 

where tp = t(k+l)-t(k) is constant for a linear time axis. 

This expression indicates that the value of an 

exponential function at any channel can be obtained from its 

value at the previous channel simply by multiplying with a 

constant. Thus for each lifetime, the exponential function is 

evaluated only once per iteration. This strategy is used [2] 

to speed up the algorithm. 

1.4 Evaluation of the Partial Derivatives 

As discussed in Section 1.2, the iterative reconvolution 

algorithm needs the partial derivatives of G°(t) with respect 

to the fitting parameters. These derivatives are given by [2] 

^S!i^ = X exp(-t(j)/T,.)I(k-j+l) (1.10) 
^ 1 

and 

^S;W = X ^!^exp(-t(j)/r,)I(k-j.l). (1.11) 

The right-hand side of Equation 1.10 is already evaluated 

while finding G°. The right-hand side of Equation l.ll 

involves convolution of the function t exp(-t/T.) instead of 

the function exp(-t/T.) . 

1.5 Techniques Used for Improving the Fit 

Sullivan [10] has shown that a line-up of the convoluted 

waveform G°(t) with G(t) at the 10% of the peak along the 
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rising edge remarkably improves the fit. This line-up is 

experimentally justified since there is an optical path length 

difference between the acquisition of the instrument response 

and the acquisition of the luminescence decay data. Pleil has 

introduced clipping of the instrument response in a situation 

where a microscope is used for the data acquisition. Clipping 

is used to remove the humps occurring at the feet of the 

rising and falling edges of the instrument response because of 

a scattering from the microscope lens. These humps do not 

play a part in the convolution. Two clipping channels are 

assigned at the feet of the instrument response. The 

instrument response is forced to be zero before the first 

clipping channel and after the second clipping channel. The 

instrument response waveform is shifted downwards such that 

its minimum value becomes zero. Clipping is not used when the 

data acquisition is performed on macroscopic samples without 

a microscope. Clipping also helps to speed up the fitting 

program by restricting the range of the instrument response 

for the computation. The existing software in our laboratory 

also includes a background subtraction from the decay data 

G(t). 

1.6 Distributed Fitting 

Some investigators have used [17] multiexponential 

fitting by holding the T- values fixed and allowing only the 

A- values to vary. For a large number of fixed T.-values, a 

lifetime distribution can be obtained this way. Peaks of this 

12 



distribution can be used to determine suitable starting 

parameters for fitting with a small number of exponentials 

(one to four), where T. is varied as described so far. 

13 



CHAPTER II 

INTRODUCTION OF A NONLINEAR TIME AXIS 

This chapter introduces a nonlinear time axis for data 

fitting with the iterative reconvolution technique. The 

criteria and the technique used for developing a nonlinear 

axis are discussed. Methods are introduced for performing 

operations such as convolution, waveform alignment, 

computation of statistical weights a(i) and reduced chi-square 

x}. A comparison is made between x̂  obtained with nonlinear 

time axes and linear time axes. A way to speed up Marquardt's 

algorithm is suggested for the case where more than ten steps 

are required in the same iteration to adjust the interpolation 

parameter A,, and where the fitting program slows down. 

2.1 Setting Up a Nonlinear Scale 

The recipe used for setting up a nonlinear time axis in 

this thesis is as follows: 

i. An integer parameter nbin is provided to the program as 

an input. A typical value is nbin = 50. 

ii. The first nbin channels of the new time axis are then 

linearly spaced with a channel width tp equal to that of the 

decay data on the linear axis used for data acquisition, 

iii. After the first nbin channels, the channel width dt(i) at 

any time t(i) (see Figure 2.1.a) is obtained from 

nbin 

14 
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Figure 2.1 Operation on a Nonlinear Scale 
(a) A Nonlinear Scale (b) Data Binning 
(c) Linear convolution (d) Nonlinear Convolution 
(e) Auxiliary Axis for (f) shift on a Time Axis 

Nonlinear Convolution 
(g) scales for G(t) and G°(t) 
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Substitution of dt(i) = t(i)-t(i-l) in Equation 2.1 and a 

rearrangement of the equation give 

Thus both t(i) and dt(i) can be evaluated from the 

corresponding values of the previous channel. Equations 2.2a 

and 2.2b also indicate that t(i) and dt(i) increase in 

geometric progressions with the same ratio nbin/(nbin-1). 

iv. The quantity dt(i) evaluated in Equation 2.2b is 

readjusted to be equal to the closest integer multiple of the 

smallest channel width t . The reason for this readjustment 

is explained in Appendix B when discussing the "fast function 

implementation." 

The reasons for choosing the above nonlinear scale are as 

follows: 

i. As will be explained in Section 2.2, dt(i) serves as the 

largest time step in the numerical evaluation of the 

convolution integral 1.1 at time t(i). Equation 2.1 ensures 

that the ratio dt(i)/t(i) is constant regardless of the index 

i. For a multiexponential decay function, the first 

derivative with respect to time and also the subsequent higher 

derivatives are monotonically decreasing functions and the 

condition of constancy of dt(i)/t(i) is enough to guarantee 

16 



that the nonlinearity does not increase the quantization error 

in the evaluation of the convolution integral, 

ii. From Equation 2.1 also follows that for any time t(i) and 

channel width dt(i) , a linear scale would have consisted of 

the same number of channels, namely nbin, regardless of the 

index i. This means equal weights at various time points over 

the entire time axis. 

For a typical value of nbin=50, around 1500 linear 

channels are usually binned into about 250 nonlinear channels. 

The binning of data from a linear time scale to a nonlinear 

time scale is illustrated in Figure 2.1b. A channel on the 

linear scale falling inside a channel on the nonlinear scale, 

adds to the count in the nonlinear channel during the process 

of binning. For a linear channel falling on the boundary 

between two nonlinear channels, the count is split up 

according to the distribution of the channel width across the 

boundary. For example, the linear channel i in Figure 2.1.b 

falls inside the nonlinear channel î  and hence adds to the 

count in î . On the other hand, the linear channel j falls on 

the boundary between the two nonlinear channels î  and j^. 

Thus the count in j is split up between channels î  and j^. 

The count Gn(i) in the nonlinear channel i no longer 

represents the luminescence intensity because we have unequal 

channel widths. The luminescence intensity G(i) now is 

derived from the count Gn(i) by taking 

17 



G(i) = ^ ^ P . (2.3) 
dt(i) 

2.2 Convolution Using a Nonlinear Time 
Axis 

Figure 2.1.C represents the convolution performed on the 

usual linear scale according to Equation 1.2. The top array 

shows a section of instrument response up to channel k. The 

bottom array is a section of the fitting function drawn in the 

opposite direction. Counts in the vertically aligned channels 

are multiplied with each other. All these multiplication 

terms are summed to give the convolution at the end of channel 

k. 

Figure 2.1.d shows the modification of the above picture 

for a nonlinear time axis. In this situation the channels in 

the top and the bottom arrays do not line up with each other. 

Hence an auxiliary axis is set up as shown in Figure 2.I.e. 

The right half of the auxiliary axis is the same as the right 

half of the nonlinear axis section with k channels shown in 

Figure 2.1.d. The left half of the auxiliary axis is the 

reflection of the right half across the center line. Note 

that the number of channels m on this auxiliary axis is less 

than the number of channels k in the section of nonlinear axis 

(Figure 2.1.d) from which the auxiliary axis is constructed. 

Counts in the instrument response array I(t) and the fitting 

function array F(t) drawn in the opposite direction (Figure 

18 



2.1.e) are now vertically lined up. The numerical evaluation 

of the convolution integration 1.1 on the auxiliary axis is 

given by 

m 
G°(m) =Y F(i)I(m-i+l)dt(i). (2.4) 

With the construction above we have arranged it so that dt(i) 

= dt(m-i+i). the above expression can be written as 

m 

G°(m) =Y F(i)(I(m-i+l)dt(m-i+l)) (2.5a) 

or with dt(m-i+l) = dt(i), 

m 

G°(m) =Y (F(i)dt(i)I(m-i+l) (2.5b) 
i = 1 

The quantities I(m-i+1)dt(m-i+1) and F(i)dt(i) give the 

total counts or the integrated values of the functions over 

the interval dt(i) . The quantities F(i) and I(m-i+l) give the 

average values per unit time over the interval dt(i) . In 

Equation 2.5, each multiplication term contains an integrated 

value and an average value. For both F and I, half the 

auxiliary scale contains integrated values and the other half 

contains average values. These average and integrated halves 

of the two axes fall below one another in Figure 2.I.e. The 

bigger channels in the upper halves of the starting nonlinear 

axis sections in Figure 2.1.d contain average values and the 

smaller channels in the lower halves contains integrated or 

the count values. This construction is made so that binning 
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of the smaller channels is merely an addition of their counts 

or integrated values. A binning of k smaller channels of a 

nonlinear array in Figure 2.1.d into a bigger channel on the 

auxiliary axis in Figure 2.1.e means a replacement of k 

multiplications in a linear convolution algorithm by (k-1) 

additions and one multiplication. A binning may also involve 

splitting up of counts in certain channels as explained before 

with Figure 2.1.a. Taking this splitting into account, if on 

an average more than three channels are binned together, a 

convolution of a certain number of nonlinear channels would 

take less time than convolution of the same number of linear 

channels with the conventional algorithm. In the present 

work, usually five channels are binned on average along the 

time axis. Note that this is a bonus in addition to the 

computational speed advantage that arises from smaller number 

of channels for the fit. Clipping of the instrument response 

explained in Section 1.5 could be used to further reduce the 

computational time. 

The numerical evaluation above using channels in Figure 

2.1.d and using the auxiliary scale in Figure 2.1.e gives a 

value of the convolution integral at the end of channel k. 

The experimental decay data value G(k) on the other hand gives 

the average value of the decay intensity over channel k and 

could be better represented at the midpoint than at the end of 

channel k. To avoid this discrepancy, another scale is 

developed (Figure 1.1.g) with boundaries lying at the 
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midpoints of the previous nonlinear time scale. The 

instrument response is redistributed simply by summing up half 

the counts in the adjacent channels. Average and integrated 

values of the multiexponential functions are also evaluated 

for this new scale. The convolution values are thus obtained 

at the center points of the channels of the previous nonlinear 

time axis containing the decay data. A linear time axis does 

not need this correction. The distance between the midpoint 

and the end point of a channel is the same over the entire 

linear axis. The above mentioned discrepancy is taken care of 

by the wave form line-up as mentioned in Section 1.5. 

The average and integrated values of the fitting function 

over the channel widths are used for the first time in this 

work, while heretofore other authors have used the function 

values at discrete points. Appendix B gives further 

mathematical details and also derives expressions for the 

derivatives of the convoluted wave form with respect to the 

fitting parameters. This appendix also gives a method for a 

fast implementation of the fitting function and its 

derivatives. 

2.3 Waveform Alignment Using a Nonlinear 
Time Axis 

In this section, the framework is developed for the 

waveform line-up discussed already in Section 1.5. Maxima of 

the convoluted waveform G°(i) and the decay data G(i) are 

obtained by parabolic interpolations using the channels 
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containing the maximum values of G(i) or G°(i) and the 

neighboring two channels in each case. Points on the rising 

edges, lying at certain predetermined fraction (0.1 most 

commmonly) of the maxima are calculated using linear 

interpolations. Mathematical expressions are derived in 

Appendix B for both linear and parabolic interpolations using 

a nonlinear time axis. Lining-up is performed using time axis 

shift and redistribution of the counts onto the shifted time 

axis. Figure 2.1.f shows a time shift. For a given time 

shift a larger number of channels move in the shorter time 

shift a larger number of channels move in the short time 

region than in the longer time zone. The region to be fitted 

is the region of overlap between the shifted and the unshifted 

scales, from channel nl to channel n2 as shown in Figure 

2.1.f. Most of the data analyzed so far by the author need a 

time shift corresponding to less than five channels (0.1ns) in 

the short time range. For data with large misalignment (more 

than 10 channels) between the rising edges of the instrument 

response and the decay data, a raw line-up is performed using 

a data formatting program prior to the use of the fitting 

program. 

2.4 Computation of Statistical Parameters 

The uncertainty in the total count Gn(i) in channel i is 

given [16] by NGn(i). Hence the uncertainty in the 

luminescence intensity G(i) given by the Equation 2.3 is 
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a( i ) = \ v/Gn(i) = ^P. G(i)£HAI 
dt i iy^ dtTly^J tp 

or 

a(i) = G(i) P̂ 
N dt(i) 

The uncertainty in count G(i) of a linear channel (with 

dt(i)=tp) is given by NG(i) . The value G(i) used in Equation 

2.6 is obtained by averaging the count over the channel width 

dt(i) and consequently leads to a reduction of uncertainty by 

a factor of dt(i)/t . 

These lower uncertainties pave the way for more accurate 

fits. Thus, although the number of channels is reduced by 

introducing a nonlinearity in the time scale, the entire 

information in the input data in the large number of linearly 

spaced channels is actually used to produce better fits. At 

the same time, the nonlienar distribution of channels avoids 

overweighing the longer times compared to the shorter times. 

The expression for the uncertainty in Equation 2.4 is used for 

calculating x̂ , the weighted residuals R(i), and the 

autocorrelation function C(i). The number of nonlinear 

channels used in the fits is also used for the degrees of 

freedom in x^ according to Equation 1.4. 

Now consider a situation where the fit at the rising edge 

of the waveform has considerable error, whereas the tail of 

the waveform is fitted well. For the same final fitting, the 
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X obtained with a linear time scale would be smaller than the 

X obtained with a nonlienar time scale because of the larger 

number of points on the tail in the case of the linear time 

axis. Thus, for the same effective fit of the given data, the 

values of y} obtained by linear and nonlinear time axes will 

be different if a fitting problem in a particular time zone 

exists. For a good fit both y} values should ideally be y} ~ 

1.0. To interpret the goodness of fit in terms of analogy to 

a linear time scale, a x? is calculated to resemble the y} 

which would be obtained with a linear time scale covering the 

same time range and channel width of the latter matching with 

the smallest channel width used in the nonlinear fit. The 

luminescence intensity G(i) applies to a time range dt(i). 

Hence for a linear fit the term corresponding to channel i 

would actually appear dt(i)/t number of times. Also the 

number of channels used for the calculation of the degrees of 

freedom is obtained by dividing the total time range under 

consideration by tp. Thus we get, 

2 ̂  1 V [G(i)-G°(i)]^ dt(i) 
»̂ n,-2(Nexp)^ ^2^^) tp 

where 

n = number of linear channels, 

and 

n = number of nonlinear channels. 
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We expect y^ < xf for a poor fit at the rising edge. By 

the same reasoning we expect x̂  > x} if the fit for the rising 

edge is better compared to the fitting of the tail. For 

good fits over the entire time axis, y} « y}. Also, as 

the number of channels on the nonlinear axis is 

increased, Xv should approach y}. 

2.5 A Modification in Marquardt's 
Algorithm 

For the Marquardt's algorithm explained in section 1.3, 

the parameter A, is incremented in steps of 10 until the y} of 

the present iteration becomes less than the previous y}. With 

each increment in A,, the search process becomes more like a 

gradient search than the method of linearizing the fitting 

function. If A is increased successively for more than 10 

times, the method is almost like the gradient search 

technique, and Equation 1.6 can be approximated [16] by 

5j = A,<Sajajj. 

The increment 5a. in the parameter aj is in the direction of 

the gradient 6-. Note, however, that the magnitude of <Sa. is 

inversely proportional to A.. Thus for large X values, the 

increments (Sa- are very small. It was observed in this work 

that if A increases more than 10 times successively, the 

program slows down because of small increments <Sa.. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The new procedures and software were applied to known 

samples. Computational times for the fits on linear and 

nonlinear time scales were compared. The ability of the new 

software to separate lifetimes over several orders were 

demonstrated. The following sections discuss these results in 

further detail. 

3.1 Fits for the Known Samples 

Figure 3.1 shows a lifetime distribution for anthracene. 

The single peak in the graph suggests a single decay. Figure 

3.2 shows the resulting fit that corresponds to the 

distribution in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.3 shows a one-

exponential fit of the data. The lifetime of 4.13ns shown in 

Figure 3.3 is indeed close to the value of 4.2ns obtained from 

the literature [18]. Figures 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 show a 

lifetime distribution, the corresponding fit, and a two-

exponential discrete fit obtained for a mixture of anthracene 

and p-bis 2-(5-Phenyloxazolyl) benzene (POPOP) in ethanol. 

Again, the values of 4.33ns for anthracene and 1.37ns for 

POPOP are close to the literature values 4.2ns and 1.35ns [19] 

respectively. For both the above cases, around 250 nonlinear 

channels were used, as binned from 1500 linear channels. 

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show fittings^obtained for synthetic data 

generated with a program from Pleil. The lifetime values of 
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9.89ns (83.34%) and 0.22ns (16.66%) compare closely with the 

known values of 10.00ns (80%) and 0.20ns (20%). With nbin=40 

(Section 2.1), around 1600 linear channels were binned to 

nearly 180 nonlinear channels to obtain this fit. The present 

author has verified that the use of proper clipping of the 

instrument response and a wave form alignment could improve 

the x^ value by a factor of two to ten. 

3.2 Fits for Amorphous Silicon 

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show fits for a sample of amorphous 

silicon. The lifetime distribution in Figure 3.9 shows two 

clear peaks at around 0.2ns and 2ns respectively. A 

distribution is seen for lifetimes less than 0.04ns. The 

linear channel width used for acquiring these data was 0.02ns. 

Hence the distribution obtained at the lower lifetimes is not 

very reliable. Figure 3.10 shows a three exponential fitting 

to this data. Two of these three components represent the 

peaks at around 0.2ns and 2.0ns. The distribution at shorter 

lifetimes is represented by one more exponential component. 

A use of four exponential components did not reduce x^ t)y more 

than 10%. Use of just two components on the other hand 

increased the x^ value by a factor of around ten. A three 

component fit was thus decided to be the best option. Figures 

3.11 and 3.12 show fits for a different sample of amorphous 

silicon. 
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3.3 Physical Significant of xj 

Figure 3.10 shows higher values of weighted residuals at 

the rising edge. Consequently the y} value is significantly 

higher (by a factor of four) than the y} values as per the 

prediction in Section 2.4. Figure 3 . 3 on the other hand shows 

a good fitting over the entire time scale and it can be 

observed that y} and Xî  ^^^ very close. Figure 3.13 shows a 

three exponential discrete fitting for the first amorphous 

silicon sample using a linear time axis. The y} value 

of 0.43 obtained in this case compares closely with the x,̂  

value of 0.44 in Figure 3.10. This confirms the physical 

meaning of x? discussed in Section 2.4. 

3.4 Computational Speed Advantages 

Comparison of the CPU times indicate that a distribution 

fit on a nonlinear time scale is three to six times as fast as 

a fit on a linear scale covering the same time range with many 

more channels. A discrete fit was typically found to be 

twenty times farter on a nonlinear scale than on the 

corresponding linear scale. Thus a typical discrete fit 

taking half a minute CPU time on a nonlinear scale takes 

around five minutes CPU time on a linear scale. These speed 

comparisons are made on the main frame VAX machine. On an 

interactive terminal, some fits requiring two to three minutes 

on a nonlinear scale were found to take around 45 minutes to 

an hour on a linear scale. Thus the present program is very 
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much suitable for an interactive terminal as compared to the 

existing software in our laboratory which is mainly used on 

batch jobs. 

3.5 Separation of Lifetimes Over Several 
Orders of Magnitude 

The usefulness of the present software for fitting 

lifetimes over several orders of magnitude was verified for 

some synthetic data. Data with assumed lifetimes 0.20ns (20%) 

and 10.00ns (80%) were fitted on nonlinear as well as linear 

scales. The results are summarized in Table 3.1. A fit with 

180 nonlinear channels binned from around 1600 linear channels 

gave lifetimes of .2216 ± .0046ns (16.66%) and 9.879 ± 0.073ns 

(83.34%) with x̂  = 1.315 and x? = 1.223. A fit using 1600 

linear channels gave lifetimes of .2123 + .0044ns (17.08%) and 

9.250 ± 0.067ns (82.92%) with x̂  = 1.272. 

In the above procedures the same clipping parameters were 

used for the synthetic data program and the fitting program. 

Next, the fitting was performed with different clipping 

parameters (50 and 500) than those used (156 and 188) in the 

synthetic data generation. The process introduces an error 

not taken care of by the statistical weights. This kind of 

error may appear in the experimental data. For example, the 

distribution in Figure 3.9 occurring at the lower lifetimes 

would introduce an error when represented by a one-exponential 

decay. A fit of the synthetic data with the above mentioned 

error with 1600 linear channels gave the lifetimes as .0000 ± 
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.7071ns (0.00%) and 8.298 ± 0.025ns (100%) with y} = 5.610. 

A fit with 860 linear channels gave the lifetimes as 0.000 + 

1.000ns (0.00%) and 7.597 ± 0.072ns (100%) with y^ = 9.552. 

A fit with 360 linear channels gave lifetimes of 0.000 + 

1.000ns (0.00%) and 4.072 ± 0.065ns (100%) with x^ = 19.03. 

In distinction to this, a fit with 180 nonlinear channels 

binned from 1600 linear channels with nbin = 40 gave lifetimes 

of .2094 ± .0035ns (16.84%) and 9.904 ± 0.074ns (83.16), 

respectively, with x̂  = 3.4 59 and x^ = 1.725. Thus it is found 

that none of the linear scales above could give reliable 

values of the lifetimes. Only a nonlinear scale could 

successfully separate the lifetimes, albeit with rather large 

X^ values. This clearly demonstrates the usefulness of a 

nonlinear axis for fitting luminescence decay data with 

lifetimes ranging over several orders of magnitude. 
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CONCLUSION 

Software was developed in this thesis for 

multiexponential fitting of luminescence decay data using a 

nonlinear time axis. The program was tested with known data. 

Remarkable speed advantages were obtained by the use of proper 

nonlinear time axes instead of the conventional linear axes, 

thus making various fitting processes possible on an 

interactive terminal instead of batch jobs. The program 

successfully separated lifetimes over several orders (two) of 

magnitude, where the conventional use of linear axes failed. 
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APPENDIX A 

USERS'S GUIDE 

The present software contains a pack of four programs 

written in FORTRAN.77. Program NAMEFIT (Nonlinear Axis for 

Multiexponential Fit) is the main program performing 

multiexponential fittings using nonlinear axes. Program 

DAFNET (Data Formatting for NAMEFIT) reads the instrument 

response and the decay data and arranges them in a convenient 

format in an output file. It is more convenient for the user 

to view the data in this file than an inspection of the data 

in their original files. The user needs to have a look at the 

data to make decisions regarding certain parameters to be used 

in NAMEFIT. The output file generated by DAFNET is also used 

by NAMEFIT as an input file. Program DEPNET (Decay Plotting 

for NAMEFIT) plots the decay data and the fitted curve. 

Program DIPNET (Distribution Plotting for NAMEFIT) plots the 

lifetime distribution in the case of a distribution fitting. 

Applications of the above programs are discussed below in more 

details. 

DAFNET: The program asks for input file names for the 

instrument response and the decay data, an output file name to 

store the data and also the number of linear channels to be 

used from the input files. The program then reads the data 

from the input files and stores it in the output file. The 

output file contains three columns namely channel numbers, 

instrument response, and the decay data. This file is useful 
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for choosing the parameters for a clipping and a background 

subtraction while using the program NAMEFIT. An option is 

provided for a raw line-up between the instrument response and 

the decay data. The user may first run the program without 

using this option. If the output file shows a large 

misalignment (more than 10 channels) between the rising edges 

of the instrument response and the decay data, the program 

DAFNET may be run again, using the option of a raw alignment. 

NAMEFIT: The input file name for NAMEFIT is the same as 

the output file name for DAFNET. The program provides an 

option between discrete and distribution fits. For the option 

of discrete fits it further asks for the number of exponential 

components and the corresponding starting values of the 

lifetimes T-. The user may or may not choose to provide the 

pre-exponential parameters A.. By default the program 

calculates A- so as to keep the same starting percentage 

contributions of the various components. For the case of 

distribution fits, the user can choose either a set of linear 

axes or a set of logarithmic axes for the lifetime 

distribution. For the linear axes, the user needs to provide 

the starting lifetime, number of sets used and an increment 

and number of points for each set. For the option of a set of 

logarithmic axes the user provides the number of sets used, 

starting and ending times and also the number of points in 

each set. The author suggests that for the first analysis of 

the unknown data the user may use just one logarithmic axis to 
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cover the time range under consideration with typically 25-50 

lifetimes. More than one axis could be used to probe more 

details from the regions of interest. Such a region of 

interest could be an obscure double peak. The program asks 

for the total number of linear input channels to be used 

(typically 1000-2000) and the starting channel or fitting. 

This channel may lie a few channels before the rising edge of 

the decay data. Options of lining-up and clipping are 

provided. For clipping, the program further asks for the 

clipping channels. These channels should be selected at the 

feet of the instrument response profile so as to avoid the 

humps on the tails. An inspection of the input file for this 

program helps to select these parameters. The program also 

asks for the binning parameter nbin (typically 50) , the 

starting channel and the number of channels used for a 

background subtraction from the decay data. Typically twenty 

channels before the starting channel for the fits are used for 

a background subtraction. 

The program prints y} and y^ values discussed in Section 

2.4 for each iteration. The final fitting parameters, their 

percentage contributions and uncertainties in the parameters, 

and the percentages are also printed on the screen. The 

program also gives the number of iterations and the number of 

nonlinear channels used for the fitting. Fitting parameter, 

percentages, uncertainties, y} and x\ are stored in a file. 

Decay data, fitted values, weighted residuals and 
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autocorrelation values are stored in another file. The file 

names are once again provided by the user. These files are 

used by the plotting programs DEPNET and DIFNET described 

below. 

DEPNET: This program plots the decay data, fitted curve, 

weighted residuals and autocorrelation values. The data are 

read from the corresponding output file of NAMEFIT described 

above. The program asks for the name of the sample. VAX 

based software, DISSPLA is used for the plotting. The time 

axis for the decay fitting is on a logarithmic scale. The 

program asks for the origin and the length of one decade on 

the scale. The total length of the time axis is eight 

internal scale units. Thus for an input of 0.01ns as the 

origin and 2.0 as the length of one decade, the time axis 

would cover 8./2. = 4 decades from 0.01ns to 100ns. The y-

axis representing the decay counts can be chosen to be either 

on a linear or on a logarithmic scale. The total length of the 

y-axis is six internal units. For a logarithmic scale the 

origin (typically 0.1) and the length of an order of magnitude 

(typically 1.0) can be calculated the same way as described 

for the time axis. For the choice of a linear scale for the 

y-axis, the origin (typically 0.0) and increment per internal 

unit are provided by the user. For the total of six internal 

units an increment value of 500 would cover a range of 500 x 

6 = 3 000 counts. The increment value varies typically between 

500 to 1000. Weighted residuals are drawn on the same time 
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axis as the decay plot. The program asks for the range of 

weighted residuals. For a typical value of 5.0 the y-axis of 

the weighted residual plot covers the range from -5.0 to -fS.O. 

Autocorrelation is plotted for half the number of nonlinear 

channels used for the plot showing the fit. The range of 

autocorrelation (typically 0.5 to 1.0) is provided by the 

user. Depending on an option provided by the user, the 

program either generates a plot on an interactive terminal or 

generates a post script file. The post script file could be 

used to generate a plot on a laser printer. For generating a 

plot on an interactive terminal it needs to be a VTIOO, VT240, 

VT34 0 or VT341 terminal. The program prints the sample name, 

values of y} and x?/ fitting parameter values, their percentage 

contributions and statistical uncertainties at the top of the 

plots. 

DIPNET: This program generates a plot of percentage 

contribution versus lifetimes for a distributed fit. The 

input file name for this program is the same as the 

corresponding output file name of NAMEFIT storing the 

parameter values and their percentage contributions. The 

program asks for the sample name. The sample name, y} and 

X2 are printed at the top of the program. X-axis or the time 

axis is drawn on a logarithmic scale whereas the y-axis or the 

percentage axis is drawn on a linear scale. The program asks 

for the origins of both the axes, length per decade on the x-

axis and increment per internal unit on the y-axis. The 
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length of x as is eight internal units. Thus for 0.01 ns as 

the x-origin and 2.0 as the length per decade, the x-axis 

covers 8.0/2.0 =4.0 decades from 0.01ns to 100ns. The length 

of y-axis is six internal units. Thus for an origin at 0.0 

and increment value of 2.0 the y-axis covers a total length of 

6x2.0 =12. Typical values for an increment on the y-axis are 

100./50 = 2.0 for 50 exponentials and 100./25 = 4.0 for 25 

exponentials. A lifetime distribution plot is generated by 

the program. The sample name and y} and y Values are printed 

on top of the plot. Once again an option between an 

interactive terminal and a post script file is available. 

All the above mentioned programs are user friendly. A 

series of questions asking for the values of various input 

parameters, the default and typical values as well as 

suggestions about feeding the data appear on the terminal 

wherever needed. 
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APPENDIX B 

MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS 

This appendix consists of the derivations of certain 

mathematical expressions and strategies used in the program. 

Expressions for linear and parabolic interpolations on a 

nonlinear scale, average values of the fitting function and 

its derivatives with respect to the fitting parameters over 

the nonlinear channel widths and an expression for an 

uncertainty in the percentage contribution of an exponential 

component are derived. The strategy used for a fast 

implementation of the fitting function on a nonlinear scale is 

also described. 

Linear interpolation on a nonlinear axis: The process of 

lining-up discussed in Sections 1.5 and 2.3 needs a linear 

interpolation at the rising edge. As shown in Figure B.l.a, 

from the two known points (x̂ , ŷ ) and (X2, Y2) the x 

coordinate x of an unknown points is required from its y 

coordinate y . The condition of the constancy of slope for a 

straight line suggests: 

Xi-Xc X1-X2* 

A rearrangement of the above equation gives 

__ _ (x,-x,) (y,-yj ̂  ^3^^^ 

Yi -Y2 

For Yi = Y2' ĉ 1 X. = X, . 
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(A) 

Y-fl̂ ,-

(fc>) 

Figure B.l Linear and Parabolic Interpolations 
(a) Linear Interpolation (b) Parabolic Interpolation 
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In the line-up procedure, ŷ  is the predetermined fraction 

(typically 0.1) of the maximum value of the waveform. 

Parabolic Interpolation on a Nonlinear Axis: The maximum 

of a waveform is obtained from the channel containing the 

maximum value and its two neighboring channels by a parabolic 

interpolation. Figure B.l.b shows the parabolic approximation 

of the waveform near its maximum. We have three points with 

known coordinates (x^, X2) , (ŷ , y2) and (x̂ , ŷ )̂ . Coordinates 

of the maximum (x̂ ,̂ ŷ )̂ are required. The parabola can be 

represented by the following equation 

y-y^ = -k(x-xj2 (B.2.a) 

where the three parameters x̂ ,̂, y^ and k are unknown. Writing 

the above condition for the three known points we get: 

y, - y, = -k(x,-xj2 (B.2.b) 

(B.2.C) 

y2 - y„ = -k(X2-xj2. (B.2.d) 

D i v i d i n g Equat ions B . 2 . b and B . 2 . d by Equation B.2 .C we 

o b t a i n : 

Yo'^m = (^Q-'^J ( B . 2 . e ) 
Yi-Ym ( X i - x j 2 

and 
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Yz-y m ( X 2 - X m ) ' 

yi-Ym ( X i - X j 
(B .2 .F ) 

S u b t r a c t i o n of B . 2 . f from B . 2 . e g i v e s 

Y0-Y2 ^ ( X Q - X J ^ - (X2-XJ 

Yi-Ym (Xi-x„,) 

(X0-X2) (Xo-HX2-2x^) 

( X i - x j 2 
( B . 2 . f ) 

M u l t i p l y i n g B . 2 . c and B . 2 . f we g e t : 

Y0-Y2 = -k (Xo-X2) (Xo+X2-2x^) . ( B . 2 . g ) 

Rearrangement of (B.2.g) gives the x coordinate of the maximum 

as follows: 

^ 1. X„ + X2 + 
Y0-Y2 

k(Xo-X2) 
(B.2.h) 

The Y-coordinate of the maximum is obtained from Equation 

B.2.b as follows: 

Ŷ  = Yo+k(x-xJ^ (B.2.i) 

Evaluation of an uncertainty in a percentage 

contribution: Percentage contribution of an exponential 

component i with lifetime T. and pre-exponential constant A-

is given [6] by the following expression. 
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Pi = 
A,- T ,. 

Nexp 

i=1 

A ^ 

D ( B . 3 ) 

where 

Nexp 

i=1 

Uncertainty in a fitting parameter a. (A- or T.) is given by 

[16]. 

(Sa,. = 
N 

l+A. 

a 11 

where a., and X are described in Section 1.2. 

The uncertainty in Pi could be derived from <ST.S and 5A.s 

as follows: 

Nexp 3 p Nexp ^ p 

j=l ^^J j=1 " " j 

Substituting P,. from Equation B.3 

T,-<SA,- .̂̂  A.r.-

A,-5r,-

D 

= M ^ V M l : . ̂ ;i"f [.̂ ..A,.A,..r,.] 
D^ j=l 

(B.4) 
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Equation B.4 gives the desired uncertainty <SP. in the 

percentage contribution P. of component i. 

Fast Implementation of the Fitting Function: A technique 

for a fast implementation of the multiexponential fitting 

function was described in Section 1.3 for the linear time 

scale. The technique is modified in the present work for a 

nonlinear scale. Consider the value of the exponential decay 

at channel i+1: 

Exp(-t(i + l)/T,) = [Exp(-t(i)/T,)]Exp r-dt(i)l (B.5) 

For a nonlinear time scale the channel width dt(i) = t(i) 

- t(i-l) is not constant. However, as described in Section 

2.1, the value of dt(i) is adjusted to be an integer multiple 

of the smallest channel width t . Let dt(i) = t n., where n. 

is an integer. Now as long as dt(i) remains constant for 

increasing values of i, the value of the exponential function 

at point t(i+l) is calculated from its value at the previous 

channel by multiplying with a constant X given by 

A. = Exp 
-dt(i)l 

Ti 
= Exp 

C -t n-̂  

When the channel width increases, X is modified. Let the new 

channel width be tpn̂ . The new value of X is obtained by 

multiplying (nj - n.) times its old value by a constant 

X =Exp(-t /T.) . Usually n.-n.=l. Thus the exponential function 

is evaluated only once for the given T. and iteration. 
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